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T
he source of the Mersey is less than seventy miles from the sea, but
it rises in surroundings that could hardly differ more from the docks
and sprawling suburbs of lowland Merseyside. The heather
moorland is a wild and windswept landscape, haunted by the cry of

the curlew and the indignant “go-back, go-back, go-back” of the red
grouse. Blankets of sphagnum moss soak up the rain, build up the peat
and offer a toe hold for wild plants such as cotton grass, sundew and
bilberry. A few rare moths and beetles share the habitat, and this is summer
nesting territory for birds such as the golden plover, the oyster catcher and
the redshank, as well as the curlew. 

The streams of the Mersey’s gathering grounds once flowed through
entirely unpolluted, undeveloped countryside all the way from the hills to
the Irish Sea. For much of the past 200 hundred years that ecological
connection has been badly damaged. Building mills and dams on the
river’s upper reaches probably had relatively little impact on the wildlife.
Indeed species like frogs and dragonflies would actually have benefited. 

Draining the river valley’s lowland bogs and reed beds would also
have increased the range and quantity of Merseyside wildlife. As farmers’
fields replaced the mossland, birds such as reed buntings, marsh harriers
and bitterns would have become scarcer, but they would have made way
for many more skylarks, lapwings, partridges and crows. In the early
days, this cultivation of the farmland would also have triggered a great
increase in colourful cornfield weeds, though most of them have long
since disappeared. 

It was pollution that wiped out most of the wildlife in and around the
Mersey. From the early 19th century onwards the lowland stretches of the
river were surrounded by some of the most unforgiving chemical industries
in the world. As a consequence, for most of the last 200 years the river was
as good as dead. Whilst birds continued to negotiate the valleys from the
moorland to the sea, the fish life disappeared; even as recently as the late

1980s the ‘soap suds’ of Warrington’s Howley Weir continued to advertise
the poor state of the river. 

There are still occasional chemical spills. In the past few years, organic
lead from one industrial source was shown to have killed large numbers of
small wading birds, whilst in the mid 1990s, the much-publicised oil spill from
Shell’s Stanlow petrochemical works wreaked ecological havoc all the way
down stream. Nevertheless, the river is making a near miraculous recovery. 

Peter Jones works for the Environment Agency and he has spent his whole
life around the estuary. As a keen sailor, he remembers “racing the rafts of raw
sewage” only twenty years ago. In those days, the Mersey was still thought to
be the most polluted estuary in Europe. Today, Jones and his colleagues can
quote records of about fifty fish species taken from the Mersey’s waters. He
admits that most of them are still only occasional visitors. The impressive
swordfish that now resides in a Liverpool museum was probably a one-off, but
there are at least ten species that have become firmly re-established in the
river and its estuary. Not so long ago, there were none. 

For Peter Jones, the salmon is perhaps the iconic success story. Two
centuries ago, wild salmon netted in the Mersey were a staple diet in the
region’s workhouses – so common that the parish poor complained and
called for something less monotonous. Now, after a very lengthy absence,
the wild salmon has returned and, although it is still a relative rarity, there
could be no better witness to the Mersey clean-up. These North Atlantic
travellers are now spawning in the River Goyt, one of the Mersey basin’s
tributaries. In theory this should be impossible, since Jones admits that
there are still serious physical barriers in some stretches of the river – but it
seems the salmon have bypassed the obstacles by making use of the
Manchester Ship Canal as a route between the open sea and the upper
reaches of the river.

There are still serious problems for the Mersey’s fish. Jones quotes
growing concern about the chemicals known as endocrine disrupters. They 113
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Opposite For much of the past 200 years, the
lowland sections of the river have been as good as
dead because of industrialisation. Twenty years ago,
the Mersey was the most polluted river in Europe.
Now, a sustained clean-up is bringing new life back
at a rate no-one could have foreseen at that time.
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reach the river from a range of sources such as discarded plastics and they
are known to affect gender-change in some fish. The flounders of the Mersey
seem to be particularly susceptible and, at present, the problem is relatively
poorly understood. DDT was first manufactured on the banks of the Mersey in
the 1940s. This and other long-lived toxic chemicals still pose a serious
threat when any sediment in which they lie is stirred up by natural changes to
the river’s currents, or by building new structures beyond the water’s edge. 

All in all, Jones is optimistic. He has seen the Mersey and its fish stock
improve out of all recognition throughout his career and, whilst it may be
difficult to see the growing shoals of fish beneath the surface, there are
kingfishers and cormorants, otters, grey seals and other predators to serve
as more visible proof that this river is most definitely on the mend.

The industrial legacy of Merseyside caused problems for the river’s
aquatic wildlife. For the surrounding landscape, it yielded a surprising
ecological bonus. Waste tipping and chemical pollution may have wiped
out much of the natural habitat, but the hostile new ground conditions have
proved ideal for some spectacular species. Lime-tolerant early purple and
pyramidal orchids have colonised some of the chemical waste tips in
spectacular numbers. Where mineral workings have collapsed, frogs and
newts and wetland wildflowers have populated the resulting pools and
marshy ground. Less toxic post-industrial land has proved ideal for trees
and shrubs such as goat willow, ash and silver birch, and young pioneer
woodland has cropped up on sites throughout industrial Merseyside.

The landscape’s natural capacity for healing scars has been
enthusiastically embraced here and, since the 1970s, Liverpool and its
neighbours have produced world class ecological research and technical
innovation. At Liverpool University, studies of vegetation growing in the
toughest circumstances inspired a naturalistic approach to land reclamation
that has re-established wildlife habitat on damaged landscapes all around the
world. Building on this experience, the first of England’s Groundwork Trusts

took root in St Helens and, by the early 1980s, extensive areas of derelict land
were being successfully reclaimed in partnership with local people. 

The charity Landlife started even earlier. Known in the mid 1970s as the
Rural Preservation Association, this ground-breaking voluntary organisation
embarked on a revolutionary campaign to re-establish wildflowers in the
very heart of inner city Liverpool. They enjoyed early success by sowing
poppies, cornflowers and corn-marigolds directly onto demolition rubble
and, whilst this may have shocked the conservation establishment, it
certainly captured the public’s imagination. Landlife has helped to
reintroduce a whole generation to the colour and beauty of nature on the
doorstep. Their wildflower centre in Knowsley’s Court Hey Park is a great
success and growing numbers of their reclamation sites are now alive with
butterflies and grasshoppers – and local kids.

Of all the people on the Earth today, one in a hundred lives in the
British Isles and this is one of the country’s most crowded corners.
Nevertheless, anyone flying over Liverpool, Birkenhead, Widnes, Warrington
or Greater Manchester can look down on an almost seamless canopy of
trees and greenery – a living tapestry of parks and gardens, tree-lined
avenues, school grounds and cemeteries. There are nearly a million private
gardens in the Mersey basin, many of them with garden ponds and bird
feeders and nesting boxes. With their rich mixture of flowering plants and
fruiting shrubs they offer shelter and a natural food supply for many
different birds and insects. These garden glades within the shelter of the
urban forest are also becoming the habitat of choice for species such as
hedgehogs, squirrels, toads and foxes.

One reason for the wildlife success of domestic gardens is the joined-
up nature of the urban landscape. A complex network of green corridors
helps to weave the landscape tapestry together. The streams and smaller
rivers obviously play a valuable role, but two and a half centuries of
industrialisation have added other corridors to the network. The first114

Opposite Grand public parks are an important
feature of the landscape. Sefton Park, with its
stunning Palm House, was one example of the
Victorian vision to bring the countryside into the
towns and cities that had exploded in size as a
result of the Industrial Revolution.
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commercial canal in the country was constructed here, along the Sankey
Valley, back in 1757 and the Manchester Ship Canal was built on the south
bank of the Mersey in order to bypass the tidal estuary and enable ocean-
going freight liners to travel far inland. These days the canals are less busy
with boats, but over time they have become extremely rich in wildlife. The
anglers who line the banks are testament to the fish-life living there, but so
are the kingfishers and herons. Each navigation has a towpath running
alongside it – miles and miles of level walking without any need to cross a
single road. What better opportunity could there be for getting very close to
some of Merseyside’s most colourful wild plants and animals? 

By comparison, the railways are relatively inaccessible. The passing trains
cause little real disturbance and, as a consequence, wild railway land serves
as a linear wildlife sanctuary. The fox that raids the bins by night, the
hedgehog that feeds among the flowerbeds, and the colourful butterflies
sipping nectar from back-garden buddleia bushes – these species, and many
more, breed in the relative seclusion of wild railway land. 

Grand public parks are another important feature. Many have lakes as
well as sweeping lawns, flower beds and shrubberies, and they are
especially valuable for wildlife because of their big trees. In some ways
mature city parks have come to resemble aspects of broadleaved woodland
habitat. They are now a stronghold for such species as the nuthatch, tawny
owl and tree creeper. There are woodpeckers and sparrowhawks thriving
here as well as such familiar woodland birds as thrushes, robins, tits,
blackbirds and wrens. Some old parks have good populations of wild
mushrooms in the autumn, as well as butterflies and beetles, and popular
creatures such as squirrels, bats and hedgehogs. Where park keepers make
space for dead wood, fallen leaves and wildflowers, public parks offer a
real woodland experience for people living in the heart of town. This idea
of creating ‘artificial countryside’ within the city was invented on
Merseyside. Birkenhead Park is world-renowned as the inspiration for New

York’s Central Park and there are hundreds of towns and cities all around
the world that can trace the inspiration for their local ‘breathing place’
back to its roots beside the Mersey. 

Although Merseyside’s chemical industries produced some very toxic
poisons, it was the waste from the growing number of people living around
the Mersey basin that caused the greatest damage to the wildlife. Dumping
untreated sewage and other organic waste into the river uses up the
dissolved oxygen as it decomposes and, as the region’s population grew,
the lower reaches of the river and its tidal waters died. The wildlife living in
the water was, quite literally, suffocated. However, thanks to investment in
new sewerage treatment works, cleaner industrial technology and a general
change in the approach to riverside development, the tidal estuary is once
more the crowning glory of the Mersey from a wildlife point of view. It
serves as a nursery for the fish of the North Atlantic and a terminus for
enormous numbers of migratory wild birds. 

The secret of the Mersey estuary’s particular ecological importance lies
in the huge rise and fall of the tides – the second largest variation in the
world. This covers, uncovers and re-covers vast sand banks and tidal
mudflats twice a day and the hidden wildlife that is buried there provides
an immense renewable food supply for many other creatures. 

A walk across the sand and mud at low tide reveals millions of clues to
the wild wealth that is living down below. Mud-dwellers such as lugworms
and cockles leave tell-tale signs at the surface – small holes and waste-
heaps – but it is the wild birds that really give the game away. As many as
15,000 pairs of shelduck now use the estuary. These big, handsome black,
white and chestnut-coloured birds patrol the wettest, softest mud, sweeping
their bills from side to side, sifting the surface, and filtering out the
microscopic snails that live there in unimaginable numbers. 

Colin Wells, one of the region’s many keen birdwatchers, has been
monitoring birdlife on the Dee and Mersey as an officer of the Royal 117

Opposite top left Dunlin, knot and redshank share a riverside rock.
Photograph Guy Huntington

Top right A sparrowhawk at Stanlow oil refinery.

Bottom left Purple orchids have colonised waste land on the river
banks in encouraging numbers. Photograph Guy Huntington

Bottom right The return of salmon in numbers to the river is one of
the best indicators of improved water quality.
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Society for the Protection of Birds since the 1980s. He regards the recovery
of shelduck numbers as hugely significant. The tiny snails they feed on are
extremely sensitive to chemical pollution. They have responded very
positively to the Mersey clean-up and already a staggering one in five of
the UK’s shelduck migrate to the Mersey to spend the summer moulting
months here before dispersing to many other coastal wintering and
breeding grounds. On occasion, the numbers are thought to reach 19,000
birds and the number is still rising. 

The numbers of wading birds are every bit as impressive. Half the UK
population of dunlin – 40,000 modest looking little brown birds – are
known to winter here, along with similar numbers of another small brown
wading bird, the knot. These birds feed in large flocks at the very edge of
the sea, and they are constantly on the move as they chase the water’s
edge. One of the Mersey’s best wildlife spectacles is the clouds of these
birds, flying in perfectly synchronised formation back and forth over the
shallows of a changing tide.

Oystercatchers are much more colourful birds, with black and white
plumage and carrot-orange beaks and legs. Their speciality food is
cockles, and their long straight beak is well-suited to plunging deep into
the mud and opening the shells. They feed over the beds of buried shellfish
but they are also commonly seen in twos and threes, probing for
earthworms on ornamental lawns, fairways and playing fields. 

The curlew is the largest of the estuary’s wading birds. Long-legged,
with a distinctive downward-curving beak, these brown mottled birds are
well equipped for extracting the juicy lugworms that live deep beneath the
surface. When spring comes, these birds of the winter shoreline fly back to
the hills to breed – an annual to-ing and fro-ing along the length of the
River Mersey that has been a feature of the region for thousands of years.

Several other kinds of wading birds feed over the tidal mudflats – bar-tailed
godwits, turnstones, redshank, and two or three different kinds of plovers. Each

species has a beak designed to seek out particular types of mud-dwelling wild
food and the birds spread themselves across all areas of the mud flats and all
stages of the tide. However, when the sea reaches high water mark, safe
standing room is at a premium. Then the various different bird species are
forced to crowd together, side by side, heads to the wind, and wait for the
falling tide to uncover their muddy feeding grounds once more. 

There may be as many as 100,000 individual waders in the estuary on
a winter’s day, and there are many more that touch down for a few days of
refuelling on their journeys between arctic breeding grounds in Greenland,
Scandinavia and northern Russia, and summer feeding grounds as far south
as the coast of sub-Saharan Africa. They share their tidal habitat with huge
numbers of wintering ducks and swans and geese and, all in all, the
wintering bird life of the Mersey estuary is as grand a wildlife spectacle as
any in the British Isles. Officially, this is one of the UK’s top ten wetland
sites, designated as a site of special scientific interest under UK legislation,
a European special protection area, and as a site of international
importance under the Ramsar convention.

If Colin Wells has one disappointment it is the difficulty of actually
seeing the Mersey estuary’s wild birds. Many of the best low-tide feeding
areas are a long way from shore, or obscured by tracts of privately owned
industrial land, but he suggests New Ferry as one place where top-class
bird-watching is accessible from among the houses of this waterside
neighbourhood. With the development of webcam and closed circuit TV
technology it is easier to show people just how much birdlife there is on the
estuary’s far horizons; but nothing quite compares with the real experience
of watching wild birds with the wind in your face and your feet in the mud. 
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Opposite Oystercatchers, more
commonly seen in twos and threes,
search for shellfish along the Mersey.
Photograph Guy Huntington
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